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CRACKLE GLAZE PROTECTOR 
 

For use on crackle glaze tiles and grout joints.  Helps protect tiles from 

penetration by water, dirt, oil, grease, limescale and other household 

contaminants. 

 Directions for use 
 

Ensure that the tile surface is clean and dry. Any tiles that are to be wet 

cut should be protected with at least one coat of sealer. Once the tiles 

have been fixed and before grouting apply at least one coat of sealer 

with a sponge or soft cloth and then buff immediately into the surface 

using a buffing cloth.  This should be done until all excess is removed.  

Leave for a minimum of 2 hours before grouting with normal grouts.  

 If coloured or pigmented grouts are used: Apply at least a further 3 

coats and do not buff of excess.. Allow 2 hours between each coat.  

Grout in the joints and remove excess immediately using sponge and 

water. Leave grout to harden (approx. 2 hours). Use Stone Essentials 

Deep Clean and a course pad to de-bond remaining grout residue and 

sealer. Wipe off the remaining residue with a buffing cloth. 

N.B Due to variations in crackle glaze tiles always test the product first 

to ascertain the correct number of coats to be applied. 

Optional: Once dry (min 24 hours) apply a further coat of sealer to the 

surface also covering the joints.  After 48 hours the surface can be 

cleaned as normal.  Use a buffing cloth to remove any excess from non-

absorbent surfaces.  Drying Time: Approximately 30-40 minutes. 

Becomes fully effective after approximately 48 hours. 

Use only in well ventilated areas. Do not breathe vapours. 

 Coverage: M² Per coat 
 

(approx.) 10 sq m per 500ml 
 

 After care 
 

Wash tiles with Stone Essentials All Clean. 
 

 

 Storage information 

Store in a cool, dry, frost-free environment. Shelf Life – up to 4 years for 

un-opened containers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Health & Safety 

 

 

Flammable liquid and vapour. May be fatal if swallowed and enters 

airways.   

Toxic to aquatic life with long lasting effects. Repeated exposure may 

cause skin dryness or cracking. 

Keep out of the reach of children. IF SWALLOWED: immediately call a 

POISON CENTRE or doctor/physician-Do NOT induce vomiting. Keep 

away from heat, hot surfaces, sparks, open flames and other ignition 

sources. No smoking. Avoid release to the environment. Wear eye 

protection, protective gloves. IFON SKIN (or hair): Take off immediately 

all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower.  Keep 

container tightly closed.  Dispose of contents/container to hazardous 

or special waste collection point. 

Danger  

VOC STATEMENT 

EU Limit value for this product (Cat A/h) 750g/L (2010) 

This product contains max 739g/L VOC 

UN 1300                                     EC Label.EC No 1272/2008 

 

 

 This information is offered without guarantee. The material should be used so as to take account of the local conditions and the surfaces to be treated. In case of doubt, the product should be tried out in an inconspicuous area 

 


